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Abstract 
In this paper, we present an improved circuit model for single-photon ava-
lanche diodes without any convergence problems. The device simulation is 
based on Orcad PSpice and all the employed components are available in the 
standard library of the software. In particular, an intuitionistic and simple 
voltage-controlled current source is adopted to characterize the static beha-
vior, which can better represent the voltage-current relationship than tradi-
tional model and reduce computational complexity of simulation. The derived 
can implement the self-sustaining, self-quenching and the recovery processes 
of the SPAD. And the simulation shows a reasonable result that the model can 
well emulate the avalanche process of SPAD. 
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1. Introduction 

Weak signal detection has been well developed over the past several decades [1]. 
There are many active devices applied to it, typically photo multiplier tubes 
(PMT), avalanche photodiodes (APD) etc. However it’s unpractical to adapt 
PMT and ordinary APD in many areas. Because PMT needs complex circuit and 
high bias voltage to drive it, while the gain of ordinary APD is too low to reach 
the requirement of detecting single photon. But single-photon avalanche dio-
des(SPAD) can be operated in Geiger model (the reverse bias voltage beyond 
breakdown voltage) with high gain and sensitivity, Which make them widely 
utilized in many areas such as quantum cryptography [2], biological imaging [3], 
laser ranging [4], ultrasensitive spectrum measurement [5], and fluorescent de-
cays [6], etc. Long-time operation in Geiger model will cause irreversible dam-
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ages to SPAD, for this reason, an external circuit is required to quench the ava-
lanche process and reset the reserve biased voltage after each pulse. The com-
mon quenching and recharging circuit are passive quenching circuit (PQC), ac-
tive quenching circuit (AQC) and mixed quenching circuit (MQC) [7]. Building 
model is a significant and effective way to study SPAD, which can improve de-
vice performance, shorten development cycle and lower costs.  

A traditional way to build model is using simple circuit to express SPAD be-
haviors. A basic SPAD model is proposed in [8], which consists of a breakdown 
voltage source, a fixed diode resistance, a n-MOS switch and two fixed capacit-
ances. The model is simple enough but can’t guarantee accuracy. Based on the 
basic model, an improved Spice model was presented in [9]. All of the compo-
nents are available in standard Orcad PSpice library, a piecewise linear voltage 
generator is adopted to replace the fixed source and resistance in traditional 
model. It certainly improves the simulation accuracy, but falls into convergence 
problems for the current-voltage (I - V) curve is not continuously differentiable. 
A model established in hardware describe language overcome the convergence 
problems [10], but it not intuitionistic and convenient for designer to use. 

In this paper, an enhanced SPAD model is proposed with Orcad PSpice. A 
voltage controlled current source (VCCS) is used to replace the piecewise linear 
voltage generator in [9]. It can intuitively express the relationship between vol-
tage and current, and reduce the computational complexity for adopting poly-
nomial fitting to rebuild the static I - V curve. What’s more important is the use 
of continuously differentiable curve will not cause convergence problems. 

2. Enhanced SPAD Circuit Model 

In this paper, we present an improved SPAD model based on the traditional 
models implemented in [8] [9]. As shown in Figure 1 is the structure of the 
model. It consists of a VCCS ISPAD, replaced the piecewise linear voltage genera-
tor in [9], a junction capacitance CAC, two stray capacitances CCS and CAS, two 
voltage-controlled switches S1 and STRIG, a current-controlled switch SSELF, two 
resistances R1 and R2, three external interfaces “Cathode”, “Anode” and “Pho-
ton”, and one internal port “Sub”. All these component are from the standard 
library of Orcad PSpice and can be easily used by designers. The core parts of the 
SPAD model are ISPAD and capacitances, the former mimics the static behavior 
while the latter emulates the dynamic behavior. Among them, junction capacit-
ance controls the quenching and recovery time, while stray capacitances affect 
the signal extraction. Moreover, the switch S1guarantees that the avalanche 
process can only be triggered in Geiger model, avoiding incident photon. With 
the STRIG and SSELF, the model can implement avalanche processes. 

As shown in Figure 2, the I-V measurement points is from a typical Si SPAD 
and the breakdown voltage VB is about 21.54 V [11]. The SPAD I-V characteris-
tics in Geiger model is nonlinear. So, it is inaccurate to use a steady DC source to 
simulate it. Using a piecewise linear curve is a more accurate way to reproduce  
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Figure 1. The improved SPAD model. The “Sub” connected to the ground. 

 

 
Figure 2. The measurement of I - V characteristic and the 2nd order Po-
lynomial fitting curve. 

 
the static I - V behavior, however, since the curve is not continuously differenti-
able function, the convergence problems will cause terrible consequences. There- 
fore, this paper presents a new means to rebuild the character, through making 
polynomial fitting of the measurement points and encoding the parameters into 
a VCCS to characterize the static I - V relationship. It has the following advan-
tages: 1) The fitting curve is a continuous differentiable function that will avoid 
the convergence problems in simulation. 2) VCCS is an intuitionistic represen-
tation of I-V relationship than voltage generator. 3) The codes input to ISPAD are 
very simple which have no complicated judgment statement as show in Equation 
(1) 

2
0 1 1 2 2

n
n na a b a b a b+ ∗ + ∗ + ⋅⋅ ⋅ + ∗                  (1) 

Among them, “bn” is nth order of the voltage ISPAD (n = 1, 2, 3…); “a0” is the 
constant term, and “an” are the coefficients of corresponding terms (n = 1, 2, 
3…). The coefficients are calculated in MATLAB, from which also reducing the 
computational complexity. The PSpice properties of ISPAD is shown in Table 1. 
The PSpice Template is written in algebraic equation macro model and the 
property “Func” represents the fitting polynomial. 

The model is operated with PQC, which supply voltage VA is beyond SPAD 
breakdown voltage VB. Initially, the SPAD is reverse biased at VA, the vol-
tage-controlled switch STRIG and the current-controlled switch SSELF is open, and  
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Table 1. The PSpice properties implemented in ISPAD. 

Property Value 

PSpice Template G^@REFDES % + % − VALUE = {@Func} 

Func @a0 + @a1 * @b1 + @a2 * @b2 

b1 V(%+, %−) 

b2 @b1 * V(%+, %−) 

a0 − an Input by the designer 

 
there is no current flow through the diode model. A short pulse source simulates 
single photon to trigger the “Photon” input port. Once triggered, the switch STRIG 
gets close due to the voltage division of R1 and R2. Then, the current sharply rises 
to macroscopic level, which beyond the threshold level of SSELF and makes it 
closed. With the suppression of QPC, the current will drop slowly but not be cut 
off unless it is lower than threshold, even STRIG is opened. When the current is 
lower than the threshold, the SSELF opens. With the charging of capacitances the 
model returns back to the initial state, waiting for the next photon trigger. 

3. Model Simulation and Validation 

In the simulation, this paper uses the I - V characteristics of a Si SPAD reported 
in [11] to construct fitting function. According to the characteristics of the 
measurement points, we use 2nd order polynomial to fit the static current-vol- 
tage curve as show in Figure 2. The current limiting resistance RL in PQC is 100 
kΩ and the signal extracting resistance RS is 50 Ω. 

Figure 3(a) reports the avalanche signal voltage across RS as a function of the 
time when excess voltage Vex(Vex=VA − VB) increases from 3 V to 5 V. As shown 
in figure, the avalanche voltage increases as the Vex increases. The phenomenon 
of avalanche signal is as we expected, a burst rise is generated in the first place, 
then it drops gradually until the current is lower than threshold. It significantly 
simulates the self-sustaining and self-quenching process. 

Figure 3(b) shows the cathode voltage at the photon pulse frequency of 200 
kHz, from which we can observe the recovery process after each avalanche trig-
gering. Initially, the voltage is at a high level. Once triggered, the voltage rapidly 
falls down to a low level and gradually recovers to the high level during a few 
microseconds due to the recharge of capacitances. This period is the recovery 
time of every avalanche effect.  

4. Conclusion 

We proposed a SPAD model based on Orcad PSpice and all the components are 
available in the standard PSpice library. A voltage-controlled current source is 
adopted, which can overcome the convergence problems, intuitionistic represent 
the I-V relationship, and decrease the amount of code to reduce the computa-
tional complexity. Cooperated with the PQC, the model can certainly simulate  
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(a)                                         (b) 

Figure 3. (a) The avalanche signal voltage through Rs at different excess voltage Vex; (b) 
The voltage waveform of cathode at the photon pulse frequency of 200 kHz. 
 
static and dynamic behaviors, including self-sustaining, self-quenching and re-
covery process. 
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